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With the technology advancement nowadays, new things arise in our daily lives. For example, e-commerce site abandon traditional concept where transactions happened physically and transformed to the concept of distance selling or telemarketing. Several advantages of this online transaction is that the transacation can be done for 24 hours without time and region limitation. However, e-commerce can also cause a lot of risk of loss, such as misuse of the data of the parties in the e-commerce. This thesis to investigate and analyze how commercial code regulates insurance relating to electronic transactions over the Internet, identify and analyze who are the parties involved, and analyze the causes of the need for insurance in electronic commerce transactions specifically in Indonesia. Research methods in use in the writing of this paper is the normative legal research method aims to find a clear legal basis in putting the issues raised, in particular KUHD perspective on issues related to the implementation of the insurance business transactions through the Internet (E-Commerce). In conclusion, e-commerce transaction is an object that can be insured, because all the related activities may cause loss to the party involved.
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